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Standalone grid-scale batteries are building in additional products to revenue-stack, using contracts and merchant

means. With the �rst solar plus storage deals emerging, how far away is widespread project �nancing? Andrew Vitelli

reports

SECTOR ANALYSIS: THE NEW FRONTIER IN POWER STORAGE FINANCING

Since renewable penetration began reshaping the energy sector, battery storage has loomed large, holding the
potential to solve the puzzle of wind and solar power’s intermittency.

Battery storage has grown rapidly in the last �ve years, driven by declines of roughly 80% in lithium ion battery
costs since 2010. Though the total operational capacity of the US storage space – just above 700MW at the end of
2017, per the US Energy Information Administration – remains a minute slice of the more than 1,000 GW US
energy market, investors are already excited about getting in on the ground �oor.

“Rightly or wrongly, people see battery storage as a new frontier in the renewables market,” says Chris Archer,
head of the Americas for the Macquarie-owned Green Investment Group. “If you are out there managing
someone’s capital and trying to �nd ways to get a bit of an edge in terms of returns, you often look towards newer
technologies and try to get ahead of your competitors.”

Banks also view batteries as an emerging technology and are eager to get involved.

“Both the bank and project bond markets would love to �nance them,” says Beth Waters, MUFG’s managing
director for project �nance for the Americas. “I think developers believe they will left behind if they don’t include
battery storage in their projects under development going forward.”

But few battery projects have received project �nancing, with uncontracted projects �nanced mostly on balance
sheet or with equity capital. Many obstacles remain before investors can drive forward their widespread
deployment.  

Price point

While federal subsidies through tax credits are limited, state mandates are providing the push needed from the
policy side. But the biggest issue facing storage is price, which has dropped rapidly but needs to fall further for
batteries to be widely deployed without policy support.

The cost of a lithium ion battery is roughly USD 200/kWh, according to a recent report by Moody’s, down from
more than USD 900/kWh less than a decade ago. According to Swami Venkataraman, a senior vice president at
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Moody’s, USD 100/kWh is a frequently quoted benchmark to allow batteries to be economic on a much broader
range of applications.

Moody’s breaks this down by estimating that a battery cycles roughly 300 times per year over a 10-year lifespan. It
then divides the price – which rises to USD 400/kWh when the balance of power is factored in – by the expected
3,000 cycles per battery over a 10-year lifespan. That comes out to a USD 0.133/kWh electricity cost. That is
about two cents higher than the average price of US electricity, and it does not count the cost of the power
charging the battery. This suggests that batteries are close to making economic sense in narrow circumstances –
for example, when an overabundance of solar leads to curtailment – but far from transforming the grid.

NextEra Energy CFO John Ketchum said in a recent earnings call that he expects storage costs to drop as low as a
third of their current levels by the middle of the 2020s.

This is promising for the industry but may give buyers of power pause. Why ink a long-term deal now when, by
the time the battery is operational in two years, a cheaper and more ef�cient product is on the market? 

From a �nancing perspective, another daunting challenge is ensuring revenues are contracted. Like any power
asset, banks don’t like full merchant exposure. But storage is unique in that one asset can sell multiple products to
separate buyers. Even if one revenue stream is contracted, that may not be enough to give banks comfort if the
project depends on additional revenues with merchant exposure.

Though stand-alone storage may ultimately emerge as the more signi�cant technology, in the near term, battery
storage is most workable, both �nancially and technologically, when paired with solar power.

Logistically, attaching a battery to a solar asset helps solve the ‘duck curve’ challenge in which a glut of solar
energy around midday dissipates just before demand peaks in the early evening. A four-hour battery can charge
each day when the sun is high and discharge its power during the evening rush, repeating the process the next
day. Even a solar asset’s daytime output could be smoothed out by a battery.

Wind power, also an intermittent resource, has a less predictable output cycle. “A wind farm could produce power
for 10 days,” explains John Breckenridge, the head of clean energy infrastructure at Capital Dynamics. “So the
battery is fully charged for 10 days, and then it discharges in four hours.”

Tax credits

Federal tax policy favors solar plus storage over stand-alone battery systems and storage paired with wind.
Though battery storage is lumped in with green technologies, it does not on its own qualify for the tax credits
used to incentivize clean power generation. It is eligible for the 30% investment tax credit (ITC), however – as long
as it is charged by a renewable energy system 75% of the time.

Though this could theoretically be applied to a wind farm, most onshore wind facilities tap production tax credits
(PTCs), which are determined by the amount of clean power produced. Since storage does not produce additional
power but simply changes how it is deployed, storage proves no help from a tax credit standpoint on these
projects.

Developers including AES and NextEra have already dived into the solar plus storage space. The Pinal Central
Solar Energy Center, a 20MW solar plant with a 10MW battery system in Pinal County, Arizona, went online in
May, with NextEra selling its power to Salt River Project, a Tempe-based utility. NextEra has also signed a 20-year
PPA with Tucson Electric Power for a 100MW solar project plus a 30MW battery, with that site expected to be
operational by the end of next year.

“In solar plus storage, you are able to get a PPA largely driven around the solar deployment with storage being an
added feature,” Matt Maloney, Silicon Valley Bank's Head of Energy and Resource Innovation, tells Inframation.

Solar plus storage has already started to break through in the project �nance market.
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NextEra, for example, closed a USD 45m post-construction debt �nancing on its Pinal Central Solar Energy
Center, located in Mesa Verde, Arizona. MUFG and Mizuho were the lead arrangers on the loan.

MUFG's Waters tells Inframation that the deal, an 18-year �nancing, “had certain structural aspects that made us
very comfortable.”

The only reason that more solar plus storage �nancings have not been reached is that they have not yet come to
the still-nascent market, Waters says.

But the pipeline of solar plus storage is set to grow rapidly.

Storage has increasingly come up in recent renewables procurements. In May, NV Energy awarded six solar PPAs
totaling roughly 1GW in capacity. Three of these projects include battery storage, totaling 100MW. And New York
has said that its next round of renewable procurement will prioritize storage.

But while solar plus storage may be breaking out �rst, there is still time for stand-alone batteries to be the
ultimate game-changer.

A ‘Swiss Army knife’ approach

Randolph Mann, the president of Aliso Viejo, California-based energy storage developer esVolta, sees the
standalone market eventually playing a larger role than solar plus storage.

“When you disconnect storage from the particular generating asset and you connect it directly to the grid, you
open up a whole lot more possibilities for what that storage asset can do,” he says.

“We are always providing a combination of peaking capacity, ancillary services, renewables integration, grid
resiliency and strengthening. It is all those things wrapped together that make it effective for our utility
customers.”

This ability to provide multiple products make standalone batteries a ‘Swiss Army knife’ for the energy sector.

“Standalone installations of energy storage allow for more targeted use of the resource in speci�c locations to
enhance local reliability or provide aggregated energy storage capacity for transmission-constrained renewables
projects,” a Southern California Edison spokesperson told Inframation in an e-mail, adding that both standalone
batteries and solar plus storage can be valuable depending on the circumstances.

The question for utilities is how to price these additional services.

If the offtake agreement only covers capacity sales, the storage sponsor could sell additional battery services on a
merchant basis. The practice of selling multiple services from the same battery is known as revenue stacking and
is necessary to make a battery project �nancially attractive.

For front-of-meter projects – those storing and deploying energy to the grid rather than at a speci�c site – the
optimum offtake structure in terms of revenue predictability is something similar to a tolling agreement for a gas-
�red generator. The offtaker is provided with the capacity, energy and other products of the stand-alone battery,
and has full authority over the battery’s usage. The storage project sponsor receives both a �xed capacity payment
and a variable operating charge, but all revenues are contracted, according to a white paper by the law �rm
Orrick. 

Revenue stacking

Under an alternative structure, utilities contract for the capacity attributes of the project, with the sponsor
retaining both operational control and authority over the battery’s discharge and the right to sell the battery’s



other products. This allows for revenue stacking but may depend on uncontracted revenue to optimize that
battery’s �nancial performance. When paired with a generation asset, a hybrid PPA may be deployed.

“Going forward, you may see direct utility procurement and battery storage tolling agreements in markets where
utilities want to procure the full suite of known and unknown storage products from standalone batteries, and
capacity sales agreements where utilities are interested in purchasing only capacity attributes from standalone
batteries,” says Rohit Sachdev, a partner in Orrick’s San Francisco of�ce. He adds that hybrid resources – storage
plus wind or solar – will primarily drive the market in areas with high renewable penetration.

Venkataraman says that utilities are generally purchasing one or two of a battery’s uses and allowing the sponsor
to sell additional products on a merchant basis. 

“Some of the services may be contracted, but other services may be more uncertain,” Venkataraman says. “What
percentage of the revenues are contracted versus merchant? That is the �rst big issue that determines the
�nanceability of a project.”

Batteries also face signi�cant operating risk, particularly if a battery is not deployed in the manner it was designed
to operate. Batteries are built around the number of times they are expected to cycle, the maximum allowed depth
of discharge, and other speci�cations agreed to by the project sponsor and the battery operator, according to
Moody’s March report on the sector.

“The operator is then expected to make sure the system is operated in a way that is consistent with the design,”
the report continued. “Degradation is highly dependent on system operation and is a function of intended versus
actual use.”

One person following the sector told Inframation they expect early standalone battery projects to be �nanced
mostly with equity. It will take at least a couple years, they elaborated, for projects to be �nanceable through
project �nance on a regular basis.

Waters sees things moving more rapidly. She believes a stand-alone project �nance for a grid-scale battery –
perhaps a portfolio �nancing – could happen in the next year, though all revenues must be contracted for any
such deal to take place.

Contracts will also have to be of suf�cient length, since banks and infrastructure funds will be weary of merchant
tail risk in a rapidly developing technology. “If it’s a four-year contract [on a battery with a 20-year life], what
value will you get over the remaining 16 years?” Green Investment's Archer explains.

As with any new technology, it is dif�cult to predict the pace storage will grow or what breakthroughs will upend
expectations. Even the lithium ion batteries that dominate the market now, limited in how long they can hold their
charge, could themselves make way for another leap forward. “We still hold out hope that there is going to be a
breakthrough, and it is not going to be all lithium ion,” says SVB's Maloney.



Don’t ask the President!

With the economics of battery storage continuing to develop, policy initiatives are a major driving force but
there is little expectation that Congress will further incentivize standalone storage or storage paired with a
project tapping production tax credits.

“If we had a different president and a different Congress, then maybe,” says David Burton, the head of Mayer
Brown’s renewable energy practice in New York. “But right now, it would be a waste of time to talk to this
president and this Congress about anything renewable energy related.”

That leaves state policy, which has taken the form of storage mandates in a handful of mostly blue states.

California has led the way, unsurprising given both the state’s ambitious renewable mandate and the need to
integrate a nation-leading 22GW of installed solar, according to data from the Solar Energy Industries
Association. The Golden State’s Public Utilities Commission requires its three major investor-owned utilities to
procure a total of 1,325MWs of storage by 2020.

The procurements have led to PPAs for some of the largest battery projects currently under development. In
June, Paci�c Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) announced four projects totaling 567MW, including a 300MW
Dynegy battery and esVolta’s 75MW Hummingbird project.

San Diego Gas and Electric, meanwhile, had �ve projects totaling 83.5MW approved the same month, while
Southern California Edison told Inframation in an e-mail that it had procured over 420 MW toward its 580 MW
share of the mandate.

New York also has an ambitious storage target of 1.5GW of battery storage by 2025, up from just 60MW today.

“Our approach was really driven by looking at the overall economics of what system needs start to arise as we
get to 50% renewables,” says Jason Doling, the energy storage program manager for the New York State
Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA). “As we get to higher and higher levels of renewable
penetration, which is predominantly wind, there are certain local constraints that would cause large amounts
of curtailment if it wasn’t able to be a more continuous discharge, which storage is able to help with.”

NYSERDA has also taken steps to plug the gaps when the market does not adequately compensate a battery’s
services.

“We are actively looking at what can be done in a bilateral contract mechanism between the utilities and
storage developers or owners to provide reliability services locally,” says Doling.

Hawaii, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey, Oregon and Nevada have also passed energy storage legislation.

And even under the Trump administration, recent decisions by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) have provided the storage sector a boost. In February, for example, FERC ordered regional transmission
organizations to accommodate storage through its tariffs and market rules.
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